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Designed specifically for the Core Exam, Neuroradiology: A Core Review covers all key

aspects of neuroradiology, mimicking the image-rich, multiple-choice format of the actual test.

Ideal for residents preparing for the Core Examination, as well as practitioners taking

recertification exams, this unique review follows the structure and content of what you’ll

encounter on the test, effectively preparing you for Core Exam success!



Vascular and Interventional Radiology: A Core Review, Neuroradiology: The Requisites (The

Core Requisites), Core Radiology: A Visual Approach to Diagnostic Imaging, Review of

Radiologic Physics, Head and Neck Imaging: Case Review Series, Spine Imaging: Case

Review Series (Expert Consult - Online)

ChristFollower, “Amazing! Buy it and study it now! Do it now!. Buy this book right now! Read it

along with core radiology…absolutely incredible! Everything from radiology pearls, to physics,

to non-interpretive…massively facilitates your understanding — insane how good this book and

the whole series is…absolutely incredible resource!”

pm, “Good for a senior resident. Good for a senior resident. Maybe not in depth enough for a

neuroradiology fellow, but a quick read if you are one. They have the pictures in the

explanations, which make it convenient so you don't have to flip back and forth.”

DM, “Good q book. Quick review of several topics in neuro. Used for certifying exam and plan

to also use for CAQ.”

AP, “High yield. Well written, lots of pictures, and hits the high points for anyone wanting to

review for Core or Certifying exams. The other book in this series I recommend is the

genitourinary one”

mohsen, “Good review. I liked the formats of the choices. I just reviewed one chapter but i liked

it. I recommend to for the residents.”

Jennifer Erian, “Great book.. Great cases. Very thorough and hits most salient neuroimaging

material. This book is the best book in the series and highly recommend for the core.”

The book has a rating of  5 out of 4.6. 40 people have provided feedback.
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